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Beat poet Allen Ginsberg responded in an outburst to Norman Podhoretz in 1958, “We’ll get 
you through your children.” Sixty years later in July 2021, the San Francisco Gay Men’s Choir 
posted a widely disseminated video in which they sing: 

  
"You think we're sinful 
You fight against our rights 
You say we all lead lives you can't respect 
But you're just frightened 
You think that we'll corrupt your kids 
If our agenda goes unchecked 
Funny, just this once, you're correct" 

  
The song’s chorus begins with the lines:  
  

“We'll convert your children 
Happens bit by bit 
Quietly and subtly 
And you will barely notice it” 

  
Presently, there are major hospitals in metropolitan cities around the country advertising so-
called gender-affirming healthcare for minors including hysterectomies and vaginoplasties, and 
the governor of California has signed SB 107. SB 107 Gender Affirming Health Care which 
“Provides that a court of this state has temporary emergency jurisdiction over a child if the child 
is present in the state because the child has been unable to obtain gender-affirming health care 
or gender-affirming mental health care.” 
  
What are Christians to do about this sustained and decades-long attack on our children? One 
thing we must do is use unmediated language expressing the urgency of this assault upon our 
children. In other words, Christians must use biblical language openly and boldly to counter the 
efforts of those who want to “get,” “convert,” and “corrupt” our children. We must open our 
mouths and judge righteously (Proverb 31:9), and this requires clear, direct, uncompromising 
language.  
  
By way of contrast, an article written in 2014 by Thaddeus Williams, a professor at 
Talbot School of Theology at Biola University, urges Christians to tone down the rhetoric by 
nixing the "culture war" metaphor. It is titled, “Jarheads for Jesus?: 10 Reasons ‘Culture War’ is 
a Really Bad Metaphor.” The crux of the argument is that the church needs to stop using the 
phrase "Culture War" because it“ has a profound, often subconscious effect on how we go 
about obeying Jesus’ commission.” According to Williams, the "culture war" metaphor makes 
us like enemy-slayers rather than disciple makers.   
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ArOQF4kadHA
https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billCompareClient.xhtml?bill_id=202120220SB107&showamends=false
https://www.biola.edu/blogs/good-book-blog/2014/jarheads-for-jesus-10-reasons-culture-war-is-a-really-bad-metaphor-part-one
https://www.biola.edu/blogs/good-book-blog/2014/jarheads-for-jesus-10-reasons-culture-war-is-a-really-bad-metaphor-part-one


"Culture war" is a common metaphor for the ongoing public debate over societal values. The 
metaphor is used to describe our societies’ fight over tangible and deep-rooted social practices 
and traditions. In light of these growing tensions over social mores, "culture war" is an 
acceptable phrase that Christians need not shy away from, and there is no reason to believe 
that avoiding the phrase will make for better evangelism opportunities.   
  
Presently, there is serious, culture impacting friction over the moral direction of our country. 
Ultimately, that fiction is over whether America will move in a more Biblical and traditionally 
moral direction or move in a less traditionally moral--i.e., immoral--direction. To the Christian, 
this means living in a culture aligning with God’s law rather than in a culture opposing God’s 
Law. Ideally, God’s moral law would have an impact on the heart, but exposing the 
unregenerate to more of God’s moral law, rather than less, does have its benefits. See 
Westminster Larger Catechism 95 and 96.  
 

Q. 95. Of what use is the moral law to all men? 
A. The moral law is of use to all men, to inform them of the holy nature and will of 
God, and of their duty, binding them to walk accordingly; to convince them of their 
disability to keep it, and of the sinful pollution of their nature, hearts, and lives; to 
humble them in the sense of their sin and misery, and thereby help them to a 
clearer sight of the need they have of Christ, and of the perfection of his 
obedience. 
 
Q. 96. What particular use is there of the moral law to unregenerate men? 
A. The moral law is of use to unregenerate men, to awaken their consciences to 
flee from wrath to come, and to drive them to Christ; or, upon their continuance in 
the estate and way of sin, to leave them inexcusable, and under the curse thereof. 

 
This cultural friction has recently moved from cultural skirmish to an all-out frontal assault upon 
the lives and souls of our children. And if there was ever a reason to use the term war to 
describe cultural conflict, it is when there is a struggle for the lives and souls of our children. In 
fact, by not describing the struggle for the lives and souls of our children as a war, is to 
minimize the horrifying nature of the attack against the innocence of children. Tell me, is this 
not a war against our children: normalizing sex fluidity, prescribing puberty blocking hormones, 
double mastectomies, hysterectomies, and vaginoplasties?  
  
When the "spirit of the age" rapidly descends on the people of a nation, common moral 
foundations are stripped away, and now that children are the direct targets of sexual 
exploitation in our once-trusted institutions, the phrase "culture war" describes far too little. If 
"culture war" was used to describe the public fight over clothes and music in the 1980s, then a 
third-grade boy who opts to be a girl while the boy’s parents and school affirm and celebrate 
this child’s life-altering feelings to the point of trying to prevent puberty, then "culture war" is a 
mild and ineffective metaphor compared to the biblical language that we should be using.   
 



Where Allen Ginsberg once argued for a counterculture promoting homosexuality for adults, his 
cultural descendants today are purposefully forcing sexual relativism, early exposure to 
sexuality and sexual experimentation, and gender fluidity on our children. Today’s conflict is 
one in which we are facing a direct frontal assault on our children. The words "culture war" fall 
far short when describing the sustained and growing attack on our children. It is a war on God’s 
kingdom, Christ’s church, and our covenant children. Christians must rise up in response, and 
that begins with the use of uncompromising biblical language.  
  
 
 


